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E-mail address: m.attard@unsw.edu.au (M.M. AtThe macro-buckling equations for a sandwich column are developed. A layer-wise Timo-
shenko beam displacement approximation is assumed. The constitutive relationships
and equilibrium equations for the core and face sheets are derived using a consistent
hyperelastic neo-Hookean formulation. The derivations in this paper are consistent with
that of Haringx’s and Reissner’s proposal for beam actions. The buckling formulation
includes the axial deformation prior to buckling and the transverse shear deformation of
the core and face sheets. The buckling equations derived agree with the equation of [Allen,
H.G., 1969. Analysis and Design of Structural Sandwich Panels, Pergamon, Oxford] for thick
faces but are also applicable to any ratio of face sheet to core thickness and material prop-
erties. The formulation is compared to experimental results for sandwich columns and
shows good comparison except for very short columns. The formulation is also compared
to the buckling experimental results for short rubber rods and also compared well. The for-
mulation does not predict a shear buckling mode.
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Estimating the elastic column buckling load for helical springs, elastomeric bearings, sandwich plates and, built-up and
laced columns requires the correct inclusion of shear deformations (see Attard, 2003; Bazant, 2003; Bazant and Beghini,
2004, 2006; Engesser, 1889, 1891; Gjelsvik, 1991; Haringx, 1948, 1949, 1942; Kardomateas and Dancila, 1997; Reissner,
1972, 1982; Simo et al., 1984; Simo and Kelly, 1984; Timoshenko and Gere, 1963; Zielger, 1982). The inclusion of shear
deformations are also important in the analysis of the compressive strength of ﬁber composites where ﬁber microbuckling
models have been postulated, and sandwich columns (see Budiansky and Fleck, 1994; Fleck, 1997; Niu and Talreja, 2000).
Euler’s column buckling formula was ﬁrst modiﬁed to include shear deformations by Engesser (1889, 1891). For a prismatic
straight column Engesser formula is1
Pcr
¼ 1
Peuler
þ 1
PS
) Pcr
PS
¼
Peuler
PS
1þ PeulerPS
ð1Þwhere Pcr is the elastic critical load, Peuler ¼ p2EIL2 is the Euler buckling load and PS = GA is a so-called localized ‘‘shear buckling
load” (E is the elastic modulus, G the shear modulus, I the second moment of area and A the cross-sectional area). The Eng-
esser’s buckling load has an upper limit of GA as the slenderness is reduced which is associated by some with a shear buck-
ling failure mode. Shear buckling is sometimes referred to as ‘‘shear crimping” and is illustrated in Fig. 1. Rosen (1965)
derived a similar shear microbuckling load limit for composites taken for very large buckling wavelengths, deﬁned by
GbAb
1mf , (Gb is the binder shear modulus, Ab is the binder cross-sectional area and mf is the ﬁber volume fraction). Rosen
(1965) describes shear microbuckling in composites as when ‘‘. . .adjacent ﬁbers buckling in the same wavelength and in2008 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
x: +61 2 9385 6139.
tard).
Fig. 1. Failure modes (a) shear crimping and (b) Euler buckling.
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mation.” Shear crimping, on the other hand is a localized failure. It is often initiated by a localized material failure. Vadakke
and Carlsson (2004) proposed that shear crimping is a form of face wrinkling or a localized postbuckling mode.
Haringx (1942) developed an alternate column buckling formula which unlike Eq. (1) predicted an inﬁnite buckling load
as the slenderness approached zero. Haringx’s formula compared well with experimental buckling results for short rubber
rods and helical springs (see Attard and Hunt, 2008). Attard and Hunt (2008) detailed a hyperelastic ﬁnite strain derivation
for the buckling of straight prismatic isotropic columns and concluded that the notion of localised shear buckle as an column
elastic buckling concept was not valid.
The theoretical arguments about whether Engesser’s or Haringx’s approach is correct have been reviewed by Bazant and
Beghini (2004, 2006) when investigating the buckling of sandwich columns. Bazant and Beghini (2004, 2006) found that Eng-
esser’s formula gave a reasonable match to the experimental results of Fleck and Sridhar (2002) and concluded that Enges-
ser’s column buckling formula Eq. (1) was correct for sandwich columns with weak cores. Haringx’s column formula did not
provide a reasonable ﬁt to the sandwich column buckling results of Fleck and Sridhar (2002). Sandwich panels essentially
consist of two thin load-bearing face-sheets bonded to a lightweight core such as foam, cellular cores or aluminium honey-
comb which are often soft in shear (see Fig. 2). The thickness of the face sheets is here denoted by t while the core depth is
given by c. The width of a sandwich section is taken as b. The face sheet elastic modulus and shear modulus are denoted by Ef
and Gf, respectively, while for the core they are denoted by Ec and Gc, respectively. The bending rigidity is related to the dis-
tance between the face-sheets while shear is taken predominately through the core. Fleck and Sridhar tested 15 sandwich
columns with soft cores in compression with 9 columns observed to fail by core shear macro-buckling. The test specimens
were constructed from Divinycell H30, H100 and H200 foam for the core and face sheets made from four layers of eight har-
ness satin weave 7781 E-glass ﬁbres.
Allen’s text (Allen, 1969) is one of the classic references on sandwich panels. Allen gives two buckling formulas quoted
widely in the literature, for thin or thick face sheets:Thin faces :
Pcr;Allen
GcAm
¼
Peuler
GcAm
1þ PeulerGcAm
; Am ¼ Ac ðc þ tÞ
2
c2
Ac ¼ cb ð2Þ
Thick faces :
Pcr;Allen
GcAm
¼ Pface
GcAm
þ
Peuler
GcAm
 PfaceGcAm
1þ PeulerGcAm 
Pface
GcAm
ð3ÞFace Sheet  Ef Gf
Face Sheet
Core Ec Gc
t
c
t
x
y
Fig. 2. Sandwich column dimensions (the width of the section is denoted by ‘‘b”).
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Peuler is the Euler buckling load for the composite sandwich section (note the contribution of the core to the ﬂexural stiffness
is included here). The formula for thick faces Eq. (3) reduces to the formula for thin faces Eq. (2) as Pface approaches zero for
large slenderness. We can see that Allen’s formula for thin face sheets Eq. (2) is essentially the same as Engesser’s formula Eq.
(1). However, as observed by Allen, for a core weak in shear, as the slenderness is reduced, Eq. (3) rather than Eq. (2) is appli-
cable for both thin face sheets as well as thick face sheets, as when the core ceases to provide effective connection between
the faces, the face sheets buckle as independent struts. Therefore, we can conclude that there is no shear buckling upper limit
for the critical load of sandwich columns as the slenderness is reduced, since in the limit Pcr approaches Pface. At least this is
the conclusion derived from Eq. (3).
Fig. 3 contains plots of normalized experimental buckling loads for sandwich columns tested by Fleck and Sridhar (2002),
Hoff and Mautner (1948). Hoff and Mautner (1948) tested 64 sandwich columns with either balsa material or cellular cel-
lulose acetate cores and Alcad aluminum face sheets. Fig. 3 shows Hoff and Mautner’s results for the cellular cellulose acetate
cores assuming a shear modulus of 17.25 MPa. The results show a large scatter, in part due to the variability of the cellular
cores. Fig. 3 does not display an upper limit of GAm as the slenderness becomes very small (this is because the face sheets still
retain a buckling capacity even if the core carries no load unless there is a material failure or delamination).
A strain energy density for isotropic hyperelastic materials under ﬁnite strain was proposed in Attard (2003), Attard and
Hunt (2004) and used to derive constitutive relationships for problems involving shear deformations. The hyperelastic for-
mulation in Attard (2003), Attard and Hunt (2008), Attard and Hunt (2004), Attard (2003) when applied to the problem of
column buckling was shown to be consistent with Haringx approach and Reissner’s proposal for beam actions (Attard, 2003;
Reissner, 1972). In this paper, the proposed hyperelastic formulation in Attard (2003), Attard and Hunt (2008), Attard and
Hunt (2004), Attard (2003) and hence Haringx’s and Reissner’s beam approach is used to derive the column buckling equa-
tions for sandwich columns incorporating transverse shear deformations within the face sheet and core, as well as the axial
deformation prior to buckling. Wrinkling and face sheet interaction buckling (see Hunt and Wadee, 1998) are not considered
in this paper.
2. Displacement model of a sandwich column under bending, shear and axial deformation
Consider a straight sandwich column. The longitudinal axis of centroids of the undeformed column is taken as the x or 1
axis (see Fig. 2). The principal axes in the plane of the cross-section are taken as the y or 2 axis and the z or 3 axis. The initial
axis system chosen is a Cartesian rectangular system. The initial material lines within the column are assumed to be parallel
to the Cartesian coordinate system and therefore the initial tangent base vectors in the undeformed state are aligned with
the axis of the column and the principal axes. The deﬂected shape of the column cross-section will be characterized by a zig–
zag pattern of deﬂections through the depth of cross-sectional plane (see Fig. 4). The planes of the core and face sheets re-
main plane but are rotated by different amounts (layer-wise Timoshenko beam or ﬁrst order shear deformation laminate
theory see Ghugal and Shimpi (2001)). The plane of the face sheet is not perpendicular to the centroidal axis during defor-
mation but is assumed to undergo a shear deformation. The bending of the face sheet plane is denoted by the angle hf while
the shear angle of the face sheet is denoted by uf (see Fig. 4). The rotation of the mid-plane of the face sheet is the sum of the
rotations hf + uf (shown anti-clockwise in Fig. 4). The core cross-sectional plane rotates hc (shown with a clockwise rotation
in Fig. 4) from the vertical while the shear of the core is deﬁned by0
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Fig. 3. Comparison of sandwich column buckling test results (Fleck and Sridhar, 2002; Hoff and Mautner, 1948) with shear buckling formula and Eq. (2).
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The bending rotations hf,hc and shear angles uc, uf are all assumed to be functions of the longitudinal coordinate x, only. For
fully composite bending with no shearing across the interface we would have hc = hf or uc = uf.
At the centroidal axis (y = 0) we deﬁne the displacementsu1ðx;0Þ ¼ uo; u2ðx;0Þ ¼ v ð5Þ
where u1 and u2 are displacement components in the x and y directions, respectively, and where uo and v are the longitudinal
(in direction 1 or x) and transverse (in direction 2 or y) displacements of the centroidal axis, respectively. Displacements are
assumed to occur only in the plane of the cross-section (this is essentially a plane strain assumption). Assuming there is no
dilation of the core or face sheets, the displacement functions in the x and y directions for the face sheets and core can be
written as
 Top bottom face sheets:u1 ¼ uo  c2 sin hc  y
c
2
 
sin hf ; u2 ¼ v c2 cos hc  1ð Þ þ y
c
2
 
cos hf  1ð Þ ð6Þ Core:
u1 ¼ uo þ y sin hc; u2 ¼ vþ yðcos hc  1Þ ð7ÞWith compatibility of displacements satisﬁed at the core–face sheet interfaces.
The constitutive law for the physical Lagrangian stresses normal S11R and tangential S
12
R to the beam cross-section as de-
rived in Appendix A, Eq. (A18) is given byS11R ¼ Eðkn1  1Þ; S12R ¼ Gks1 ð8Þ
where kn1 and ks1 are the normal and tangential components of the longitudinal stretch k1, respectively, E ¼ 2GþK,
K ¼ 2Ggð12gÞ is the Lamé constant and g is the Poisson’s ratio. The subscript ‘R’ used in the above notation of stresses is to indi-
cate that these stresses are in agreement with Reissner’s proposal for beam actions (see Appendix A and Attard, 2003; Reiss-
ner, 1972). The material parameter governing the normal stress is not the elastic modulus E as would be expected for a
uniaxial stress state. This is because the assumed two dimensional displacements restrain the dilation of the cross-section
shape which is associated with lateral stresses not be present under a uniaxial stress state (see Attard, 2003 and Attard and
Hunt, 2008). A further approximation in beam theory is to replace E by E in Eq. (8). For a core constructed from foam with a
Poisson’s ratio almost zero E ¼ 2G ¼ E. The constitutive relationships for the internal actions can be determined by deﬁning
the internal actions as the stress resultants over the cross-section (see Attard, 2003 and Attard and Hunt, 2008) thusN ¼
Z Z
A
S11R dA; Q ¼
Z Z
A
S12R dA; M ¼
Z Z
A
yS11R dA ð9ÞHere, N is the axial force deﬁned perpendicular to the cross-sectional plane, Q is the shear force within the cross-sectional
plane and M is the bending moment deﬁned by the stresses perpendicular to the cross-sectional plane (see Fig. 5).Soft Core
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Fig. 4. Displacements of a segment of a sandwich column.
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the face sheets and core. Appendix A contains the relationships between the components of the longitudinal stretch and the
displacements of the cross-section for a two dimensional problem. Using Eqs. (6) and (A5), we have for the face sheet
deformations:k1 cosu ¼ k10 cosuf 
c
2
cosðuc uf Þhc;x  y
c
2
 
hf;x
k1 sinu ¼ k10 sinuf 
c
2
sin uc ufð Þhc;x
ð10ÞIn whichk10 cosuf ¼ ð1þ uo;xÞ cos hf þ v;x sin hf
k10 sinuf ¼ ð1þ uo;xÞ sin hf þ v;x cos hf
ð11Þu is the shear angle as deﬁned in Appendix A and k10 deﬁnes the longitudinal stretch measured at the centroid of a sandwich
section given byk10 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1þ uo;xÞ2 þ v2;x
q
ð12ÞDifferentiation is indicated by a comma subscript such as hf ;x ¼ dhfdx . Manipulating Eqs. (11), we have for the rotation of the
centroidal axis (see Fig. 4):tanðhf þuf Þ ¼
v;x
1þ uo;x ð13ÞSimilarly for the core, using Eqs. (7) and (A5) we havek1 cosu ¼ k10 cosuc þ yhc;x
k1 sinu ¼ k10 sinuc
ð14ÞWithk10 cosuc ¼ ð1þ uo;xÞ cos hc  v;x sin hc
k10 sinuc ¼ ð1þ uo;xÞ sin hc þ v;x cos hc
ð15ÞUsing Eq. (4) and the above, we can determine that1þ uo;x ¼ k10 cosðhf þuf Þ
v;x ¼ k10 sinðhf þuf Þ
ð16ÞSubstituting Eqs. (10) and (14) into the constitutive relationships Eqs. (8) and (9), gives for the internal actions deﬁned in
Fig. 5:
 Top face:Nft ¼ EfAfðk10 cosuf  1Þ  EfAf
t
2
hf ;x þ EfAf c2 cosðuc uf Þhc;x
Q ft ¼ GfAfk10 sinuf  GfAf
c
2
sinðuc uf Þhc;x; Mft ¼ Ef Ifhf ;x
ð17Þ
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t
2
hf ;x  EfAf c2 cosðuc uf Þhc;x
Q fb ¼ GfAfk10 sinuf þ GfAf
c
2
sinðuc uf Þhc;x; Mfb ¼ Ef Ifhf ;x
ð18Þ Core:
Nc ¼ EcAcðk10 cosuc  1Þ; Q c ¼ GcAck10 sinuc; Mc ¼ EcIchc;x ð19ÞIn the above:Af ¼ tb; If ¼ bt
3
12
; Ac ¼ cb; Ic ¼ bc
3
12
ð20ÞFor fully composite bending action (hc = hf and uc = uf), we see that Eqs. (17)–(19) would be consistent with Reissner beam
theory (Reissner, 1972). The constitutive relationships for the internal actions to second order terms are therefore
 Top face:Nft  EfAf uo;x þ 12 v
2
;x 
1
2
u2f
 
 EfAf c2þ
t
2
 
hf ;x þ EfAf c2 uc;x uf ;x
 
Q ft  GfAf ð1þ uo;xÞuf  GfAf
c
2
ðuc uf Þhc;x; Mft ¼ Ef Ifhf ;x
ð21Þ Bottom face:Nfb  EfAf uo;x þ 12 v
2
;x 
1
2
u2f
 
þ EfAf c2þ
t
2
 
hf ;x  EfAf c2 ðuc;x uf ;x Þ
Q fb  GfAf ð1þ uo;xÞuf þ GfAf
c
2
ðuc uf Þhc;x; Mfb ¼ Ef Ifhf ;x
ð22Þ Core:Nc  EcAc uo;x þ 12 v
2
;x 
1
2
u2c
 
Q c  GcAcð1þ uo;xÞuc; Mc ¼ EcIchc;x ð23Þ3. Virtual work
Appendix A contains the derivation for the virtual work d W, in terms of the Reissner stresses and for the case when the
cross-sectional shape remains unchanged (k2 = 1). That is from Eq. (A22):dW ¼
Z
V
½S11R dðk1 cosuÞ þ S12R dðk1 sinuÞdV 
Z Z
S
p  dudS ð24ÞWith V being the volume in the undeformed state, S the surface where the externally applied traction vector p acts, kinemat-
ically admissible variations denoted by the symbol d and displacement vector u. Equation (24) can be applied to the face
sheets and core separately. Integrating over the cross-section segments and making use of Eqs. (9)–(11), (14), (15) results inZ L
0
Pxduo;x þ Pydv;x  k10ðQ ft tn þ Q fb tnÞdhf þMfdhf ;x
þk10Q c tndhc Mcdhc;x þwodðhc þ hf Þ
" #
dx ¼
Z Z
S
p  dudS ð25ÞIn whichPx ¼ ½Nft þ Nfb cos hf  ½Q ft þ Q fb sin hf þ Nc cos hc þ Q c sin hc ð26Þ
Py ¼ ½Nft þ Nfb sin hf þ ½Q ft þ Q fb cos hf  Nc sin hc þ Q c cos hc ð27Þ
Mf ¼ Mft þMfb þ t2 ½Nfb  Nft ð28Þ
Mc ¼ Mc þ c2 f½Nfb  Nft cosðuc uf Þ þ ½Q ft  Q fb sinðuc ufÞg ð29Þ
k10ðQ ft tn þ Q fb tnÞ ¼ ½Nft þ Nfbk10 sinuf þ ½Q ft þ Q fbk10 cosuf ð30Þ
k10Q c tn ¼ Nck10 sinuc þ Q ck10 cosuc ð31Þ
wo ¼ f½Nfb  Nft sinðuc ufÞ þ ½Q fb  Q ft cosðuc ufÞg
c
2
hc;x ð32Þ
5546 M.M. Attard, G.W. Hunt / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5540–5555Px and Py are the internal force resultants in the x and y directions, respectively, while Qft_tn, Qfb_tn and Qc_tn are the shear
resultants perpendicular to the centroidal axis of the beam. It is assumed that the loading consists of end loads only. Inte-
grating Eq. (25) by parts gives the following equilibrium equations, that isdPx
dx
¼ 0; dPy
dx
¼ 0 ð33ÞOver the whole cross-section (shear equilibrium):dðMf þMcÞ
dx
¼ k10ðQ ft tn þ Q fb tn þ Q c tnÞ ð34ÞIn the core:dMc
dx
¼ k10Q c tn wo ð35ÞIt is easy to verify Eqs. (34) and (35) by applying the principles of equilibrium to a freebody of a segment of a sandwich col-
umn of length ds = k1 dx measured parallel to the deformed centroidal axis. In addition (using Eqs. (26) and (27)), we can
express the relationship between the tangential shear and axial force with the internal force resultants Px and Py thusPx sinðhf þuf Þ þ Py cosðhf þuf Þ ¼ ðQ ft tn þ Q fb tn þ Q c tnÞ
¼ ½Nft þ Nfb sinuf þ ½Q ft þ Q fb cosuf  Nc sinuc þ Q c cosuc ð36Þ
Px cosðhf þufÞ þ Py sinðhf þufÞ ¼ ½Nft þ Nfb cosuf þ ½Q ft þ Q fb sinuf þ Nc cosuc þ Q c sinuc ð37Þ4. Column buckling
Consider a straight prismatic column under initial compressive axial stress such that the internal resultant in the x direc-
tion is Px = P. To ascertain the buckling load, we apply small kinematically admissible variations denoted by the symbol d of
the displacement ﬁeld. Initially for the straight column before perturbations, we have for the axial force resultants in the face
sheet and core: P ¼ ½EcAc þ 2EfAf ðk10  1Þ ¼ Nft þ Nfb þ Nc
) k10 ¼ 1 PEAtot ¼ 1 P; EAtot ¼ EcAc þ 2EfAf
Nc ¼  EcAcEAtot P ¼ mecP; Nft þ Nfb ¼ 
2EfAf
EAtot
P ¼ mefP
ð38ÞApplying the perturbations to the constitutive relationships for the internal actions we have for the overall bending moment:Mf þMc ¼ Mft þMfb þMc þ c þ t2
 
½Nfb  Nft
¼ EItotdhf ;x  EcIc þ 2EfAf c2
  c þ t
2
  
duc;x  duf ;x
 
¼ EAtot r2dhf;x  r2c ðduc;x  duf ;xÞ
h i ð39Þand for the core bending moment:Mc ¼ Mc þ c2 ½Nfb  Nft
¼ EcIc þ 2EfAf c þ t2
 
c
2
 
dhf ;x  EcIc þ 2EfAf c2
 2 
duc;x  duf ;x
 
¼ EAtot r2cdhf;x  r2c2ðduc;x  duf ;xÞ
h i ð40ÞIn the above equations the following notation has been used:EItot ¼ 2Ef If þ EcIc þ 2EfAf c þ t2
 2
; r2 ¼ EItot
EAtot
r2c ¼
EcIc þ 2EfAf c2
	 

cþt
2
	 

EAtot
; r2c2 ¼
EcIc þ 2EfAf c2
	 
2
EAtot
ð41ÞTo establish the buckling load we can either look at the equilibrium Eqs. (33)–(37) under small perturbations about the axi-
ally loaded state or we can look at the second variation of the virtual work Eq. (25) as detailed in Appendix B and discussed in
reference (Attard and Hunt, 2008). Here, we will establish the buckling load by looking at the perturbations of the equilib-
M.M. Attard, G.W. Hunt / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5540–5555 5547rium equations about the axially loaded state. Differentiating the equilibrium equation for the whole cross-section Eq. (34),
assuming that k10,x = 0, using Eq. (39) and for the shear force Eq. (36), we can writed2ðMf þMcÞ
dx2
¼ dk10ðQ ft tn þ Q fb tn þ Q c tnÞ
dx
r2dhf ;xxx  r2c ðduc;xxx  duf ;xxxÞ ¼ Pð1 PÞðdhf ;x þ duf;xÞ
ð42ÞWhile for the core we have the equation:dMc
dx
¼ k10Q c tn
r2cdhf ;xx  r2c2ðduc;xx  duf;xxÞ ¼ ð1 PÞðNc  GcAcð1 PÞÞ
duc
EAtot
r2cdhf ;xx  r2c2ðduc;xx  duf;xxÞ ¼ ð1 PÞm1duc
ð43ÞIn which:m1 ¼ mgcð1 PÞ þ Pmec; mgc ¼ GcAcEAtot ; mec ¼
EcAc
EAtot
ð44ÞThe shear angle in the face sheet can be expressed in terms of hf and uc by differentiating Eq. (36), that isPðdhf ;x þ duf ;xÞ ¼ ð2GfAf ð1 PÞ þ PmefÞduf ;x þ ðGcAcð1 PÞ þ PmecÞduc;x
)
m2duf;x ¼ Pdhf ;x þm1duc;x
ð45Þwherem2 ¼ mgf ð1 PÞ  Pmecmgf ¼ 2GfAfEAtot ð46ÞWe get the same result from Eq. (33), that is from d dPydx ¼ 0. Solving Eq. (45) gives for shear angle in the face sheets asuf ¼
P
m2
hf m1m2uc þ C6 ð47Þwith C6 an unknown constant. Substituting Eq. (47) into Eqs. (42) and (43), we can now write for the general solution to the
deformation variables:hf ¼ C1 þ C2 cosða1xÞ þ C3 sinða1xÞ þ C4 coshða2xÞ þ C5 sinhða2xÞ ð48Þ
uc ¼ b1ðC2 cosða1xÞ þ C3 sinða1xÞÞ þ b2ðC4 coshða2xÞ þ C5 sinhða2xÞÞ ð49Þ
uf ¼ c1ðC2 cosða1xÞ þ C3 sinða1xÞÞ þ c2ðC4 coshða2xÞ þ C5 sinhða2xÞÞ þ C7 ð50ÞInvolving the unknown constants C1,C2  C6 andC7 ¼ Pm2 C1 þ C6; c1 ¼
P
m2
m1
m2
b1; c2 ¼
P
m2
m1
m2
b2 ð51Þ
b1 ¼
a21
ð1 PÞ
a21ðr2c2r2  r4c Þ þ Pð1 PÞðr2c2  r2c Þ
Pð1 PÞm1 þ a21ðr2c2P  r2cm1Þ
( )
; P 6¼ 1 ð52Þ
b2 ¼
a22
ð1 PÞ
a22ðr2c2r2  r4c Þ  Pð1 PÞðr2c2  r2c Þ
Pð1 PÞm1  a22ðr2c2P  r2cm1Þ
( )
; P 6¼ 1 ð53ÞIt is more compact to write explicit expressions for a1 and a2 thusa21
1 P
 2
ðm1 þm2Þðr2c2r2  r4c Þ 
a21
1 P
 
r2c2P½P þm1 þm2 m1½2r2cP þm2r2
	 
 Pm1ðP þm2Þ ¼ 0 ð54Þ
a22
1 P
 2
ðm1 þm2Þðr2c2r2  r4c Þ þ
a22
1 P
 
r2c2P½P þm1 þm2 m1½2r2cP þm2r2
	 
 Pm1ðP þm2Þ ¼ 0 ð55ÞLet’s consider a column which is fully ﬁxed at the end boundaries but allows axial deformation as depicted in Fig. 6. This is
the boundary condition for the most common conﬁguration for a sandwich column buckling test (see ASTM C 364). The
boundary conditions would beat x ¼ 0 : dv ¼ 0; dhf þ duf ¼ 0; duf ¼ 0; duc ¼ 0
at x ¼ L : dv ¼ 0; dhf þ duf ¼ 0; duf ¼ 0
ð56Þ
PL
P
Fig. 6. Fully ﬁxed column.
5548 M.M. Attard, G.W. Hunt / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5540–5555Eq. (13) can be used to establish expressions for the vertical deﬂection d v. Applying the boundary conditions (see Appendix
C), the determinate of the system of equations isðb1ð1þ c2Þ  b2ð1þ c1ÞÞ
L sinða1LÞðb1ð1þ c2Þ  b2ð1þ c1ÞÞ sinhða2LÞ
 2b1a2 sinða1LÞð1þ c2Þðcoshða2LÞ  1Þ
 2b2a1 sinhða1LÞð1þ c1Þðcosða1LÞ  1Þ
8><>:
9>=>; ð57ÞTherefore non-zero conﬁgurations for the deformation perturbations exist ifa1 ¼ 2npL ; P ¼
mgf
ð1mec mgf Þ ; b1 ¼ b2 ð58Þwhere n is an integer (represents the buckling mode number). The second solution is a tensile limit. Substituting the solution
for a1 in Eq. (58) into Eq. (54) gives the equation for the critical buckling load. Eq. (54) is a ﬁfth order polynomial in P which
can be solved numerically. Simpliﬁed solutions can also be obtained by incorporating various approximations.
Firstly, let’s look at the situation where there is a weak core, no account is taken of shear deformations in the face sheets
and the axial deformation prior to buckling is ignored. Hence only Eqs. (42) and (43) need to be considered with d uf = 0 and
Nc = 0. The resulting buckling formula isPcr
GcAc
¼ Peuler
GcAc
1
Peuler
GcAc
r4c
r4
1þ PeulerGcAc
r2
c2
r2
0@ 1A ð59Þ
where Peuler ¼ n2p2EItotL2 and n = 2 for the fully ﬁxed end boundaries. If we incorporate the shear deformations in the face sheets,
the resulting buckling formula from Eqs. (54) and (58) isPcr
GcAc
¼ 1
2
Peuler
GcAc
r2c22r2c
r2
 
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃa1p
Peuler
GcAc
r2c2
r2 þ 1
þmgf
mgc
8<:
9=;
a1 ¼ PeulerGcAc
r2c2
r2
1þmgf
mgc
 
þmgf
mgc
 
	
Peuler
GcAc
4þ r
2
c2  4r2c
r2
 
þ Peuler
GcAc
r2c2
r2
mgf
mgc
þ 4 Peuler
GcAc
 2 r2c2
r2
 r
4
c
r4
 
þmgf
mgc
" # ð60ÞSince PfacePeuler 
 1 Allen’s formula for thick faces Eq. (3) and the proposed new formula Eq. (59) can both be approximated byPcr
GcAm
¼
Peuler
GcAm
1þ PfaceGcAm
 
1þ PeulerGcAm
ð61ÞWhen the effective length of the column is relatively long PfaceGcAm would be small and the above equation matches Eqs. (1) and
(2), essentially Engesser’s solution. However, if the slenderness is made very small, the buckling load of the face sheets acting
independently would dominate. For most practical sandwich column conﬁgurations with thin face sheets and weak cores,
Eqs. (3),(59) and (60) give solutions very close to those derived using formula Eq. (61). Eqs. (59) and (60), however, have
importantly been derived in a manner consistent with the approaches of Haringx and Reissner. Although it is correct that
Haringx’s ‘‘column” buckling formula does not work for sandwich columns because it does not take account of the shearing
between the core and face sheets as shown in Fig. 4, Haringx’s ‘‘approach” is still valid. Figs. 7 and 8 compare the experimen-
tal results of Fleck and Sridhar (2002), Hoff and Mautner (1948) for sandwich columns with weak cores and relatively thin
face sheets with the predictions of Eq. (59). The approximate formula in Eq. (61) is also plotted in Fig. 7 and plots as a con-
tinuous line as the experiments of Fleck and Sridhar (2002) are for sections with the same core depth and face sheet thick-
ness. The sandwich column properties and the experimental buckling loads are listed in Tables 1 and 2. We see that the only
major discrepancy between the predicted results and the available experimental data is when the column length is very
small (20–50 mm for the experiments of Fleck and Sridhar (2002) and 127 mm for the experiments of Hoff and Mautner
(1948)).
Haringx’s buckling formula (see Attard and Hunt, 2008) agreed well with the experimental results for short rubber rods
tested by Haringx in 1949. To check the versatility of the proposed formulation for the extreme case when the core and face
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Fig. 7. Comparison with the experimental results of Fleck and Sridhar (2002).
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M.M. Attard, G.W. Hunt / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5540–5555 5549sheets are of the samematerial, the experimental results of Haringx on short rubber rods was investigated with two values of
c/t of 1 and 10, corresponding to very thick and thin face sheets, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the experimental results of Har-
ingx as well as predictions made with Haringx’s buckling formula. These results are important for the design of elastomeric
bearings where Haringx’s buckling formula is commonly used. Also shown in Fig. 9 are the predictions of Allen’s formula for
thick faces Eq. (3) and numerical solutions of Eq. (54) which incorporates shear deformations of the core and face sheets and
the initial axial deformation prior to buckling. The numerical solution provides reasonable predictions for both cases of core
to face sheet ratios while Allen’s formula provides a reasonable comparison only when the face sheets are extremely thick, c/
t = 1.
5. Summary
Bending and shear displacements have been derived for a sandwich column assuming a layer-wise Timoshenko beam zig-
zag displacement approximation through the depth of the column cross-section. The constitutive relationships for the core
and the face sheets were derived using a consistent hyperelastic neo-Hookean formulation. The internal actions in the face
Table 1
Experimental results of Fleck and Sridhar (2002)
Column c (mm) t (mm) b (mm) Ec (MPa) Gc (MPa) ef (MPa) L (mm) Pcr (N)
H30 10 1 36 26 13 30,000 20.3 9115.2
10 1 34.7 26 13 30,000 47.8 7078.8
10 1 35.5 26 13 30,000 49.4 5878.8
10 1 28.1 26 13 30,000 78.9 4653.36
H100 10 1 34 105 43.8 30,000 19.2 17421.6
10 1 33.7 105 43.8 30,000 41.9 15,003.2
10 1 33.5 105 43.8 30,000 48.9 16,080
10 1 34.5 105 43.8 30,000 54.3 16477.2
10 1 36.1 105 43.8 30,000 67.8 16,375
10 1 15 105 43.8 30,000 386 4968
H200 10 1 20 293 110 30,000 306 7440
10 1 20 293 110 30,000 439 5640
Table 2
Experimental results of Hoff and Mautner (1948)
Column c (mm) t (mm) b (mm) Ec (MPa) Gc (MPa) E (MPa) Gf (MPa) L (mm) Pcr (N)
5-A-1 6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 127 7695
6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 127 5267
6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 127 6383
5-AA-1 9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 127 7851
9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 127 8905
9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 127 7896
5-B-1 6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 254 4982
6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 254 5872
6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 254 6316
5-BB-1 9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 254 5582
9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 254 9141
9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 254 8741
5-C-1 6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 381 4840
6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 381 2847
6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 381 4164
5-CC-1 9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 381 6299
9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 381 6219
9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 381 7331
5-D-1 6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 508 4337
6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 508 3879
6.350 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 508 5614
5-DD-1 9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 508 6650
9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 508 7562
9.525 2.057 25.400 34.50 17.25 73,774 27,735 508 5258
4-B-1 6.350 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 254 2335
6.350 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 254 3443
6.350 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 254 3243
4-C-1 6.350 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 381 2593
6.350 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 381 2438
6.350 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 381 2180
4-D-1 6.350 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 508 2464
6.350 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 508 271
6.350 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 508 863
4-AA-1 9.525 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 127 4889
9.525 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 127 2936
4-BB-1 9.525 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 254 2713
9.525 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 254 4252
9.525 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 254 4706
4-CC-1 9.525 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 381 3496
9.525 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 381 3670
4-DD-1 9.525 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 508 3163
9.525 0.813 25.400 34.50 17.25 70,327 26,439 508 2082
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perpendicular to either the core or face sheet cross-section while the shear taken parallel to the core or face sheet cross-sec-
tional plane. The buckling formulation included both the axial deformation prior to buckling and the transverse shear defor-
mations of both the core and face sheets. The formulation was comparable to the equation of Allen (1969) for thick faces. The
formulation was also applicable to any ratio of face sheet to core thickness and material properties. There are very few sets of
experimental data on the buckling of sandwich columns with isotropic face sheets. The experimental data provided in Fleck
and Sridhar (2002) and Hoff and Mautner (1948) for sandwich columns with relatively thin face sheets and weak cores was
used to compare the proposed formulation and showed very good comparison except for very short columns. The proposed
formulation was also compared to the buckling experimental results for short rubber rods and also compared well. The for-
mulas in this paper, Eqs. (59)–(61), however, have importantly been derived in a manner consistent with those of Haringx
and Reissner. Although Haringx’s column buckling formula cannot be used for sandwich columns as it does not take account
of the shearing between the core and face sheets, Haringx’s approach as opposed to Engesser’s is still valid. The developed
formulation in this paper is limited to macro Euler type buckling. For very low column slenderness the derived formulation
did not predict a shear buckling mode of failure in sandwich columns.
Appendix A. Two dimensional hyperelastic mechanics
Consider a two-dimensional plane continuum with an initial Cartesian coordinate system. A rectangular element which
after deformation becomes a parallelogram is shown in Fig. 10 and has base vectors in the deformed state given byg^1 ¼ k1ðcos be1 þ sinbe2Þ; g^1 ¼ ðcosae1  sinae2Þk1 cosu
g^2 ¼ k2ðsinae1 þ cosae2Þ; g^2 ¼ ð sin be1 þ cosbe2Þk2 cosu
u ¼ aþ b
ðA1Þg1
g2
1
1ˆ dsg
2
2ˆ dsg
α
β ϕ α β= +
1 1=g e
2 2=g e
ˆds
ˆP
ˆQ
P
Q
ds
1 1=g e
2 2=g e
2
2dsg
1
1dsg
ˆ
1g
ˆ
2g
<
<
Fig. 10. Two dimensional deformed parallelogram with initial Cartesian coordinates.
5552 M.M. Attard, G.W. Hunt / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5540–5555in which g^i&g^i are the covariant and contravariant tangent base vectors in the deformed state, respectively, giand gi are the
covariant and contravariant initial base vectors in the undeformed state, respectively, angles a and b are deﬁned in Fig. 10, k1
and k2 are relative stretches ðki ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g^ðiiÞ
q
Þ and, e1 and e2 are unit vectors in the directions 1 and 2, respectively. The angle u is
the shear angle. The normal and shear components of the relative stretches are therefore (refer to Fig. 11):kn1 ¼ k1 cosu; kn2 ¼ k2 cosu
ks1 ¼ k1 sinu; ks2 ¼ k2 sinu
ðA2ÞThe relationships between the stretches and angles a and u with the displacement gradients can be determined and arek1 sinðu aÞ ¼ u2;1; k1 cosðu aÞ ¼ 1þ u1;1
k2 sina ¼ u1;2; k2 cosa ¼ 1þ u2;2
ðA3Þwherek1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1þ u1;1Þ2 þ u22;1
q
; k2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1þ u2;2Þ2 þ u21;2
q
tanðu aÞ ¼ u2;1
1þ u1;1 ; tana ¼
u1;2
1þ u2;2
ðA4ÞManipulating Eqs. (A3) we can write for the normal and shear components of stretch:k1 cosu ¼ ð1þ u1;1Þ cosa u2;1 sina
k1 sinu ¼ ð1þ u1;1Þ sinaþ u2;1 cosa
k2 cosu ¼ ð1þ u2;2Þ cosðu aÞ  u1;2 sinðu aÞ
k2 sinu ¼ ð1þ u2;2Þ sinðu aÞ þ u1;2 cosðu aÞ
ðA5ÞThe deformation of the material can be characterized by the deformation gradient tensor Fwhich deﬁnes a linear mapping of
the initial line differential ds in the undeformed state to that in the deformed state ds^ (points bP and bQ in Fig. 10) associated
with a displacement vector u (assumed to be smooth and differentiable), such thatds^ ¼ dsþ du ¼ F  ds
F ¼ g^i  gi ¼ ðdji þ ujjiÞgj  gi ¼ Iþr u
ðA6Þin which, g^i ¼ ðdj:i þ ujjiÞgj are the covariant tangent base vectors in the deformed state (see Fig. 10), dji is the kronecker delta,
I ¼ gi  gi is the identity tensor, r u ¼ ujjigj  gi is the grad of the displacement vector, and ujji represents the covariant
derivatives of the uj vector component with respect to the coordinate corresponding to the index i. Using Eqs. (A1) and (A6),
the components of the associated deformation gradient tensor are thereforeF ¼
k1 cosðu aÞ k2 sina 0
k1 sinðu aÞ k2 cosa 0
0 0 1
264
375 ðA7ÞWith the volume invariant J ¼ det F given by
J ¼ k1k2 cosu ðA8Þg1
g2
−g2
−g1
λ ϕ1 sinϕ
λ ϕ1 cos
λ1
M M12 21=
<
<
<
<
Fig. 11. Moment stresses.
M.M. Attard, G.W. Hunt / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5540–5555 5553The right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor C=FTF for the essentially two dimensional deformation deﬁned in Eq. (A7), is
thereforeC ¼
ðk1Þ2 k1k2 sinu 0
k1k2 sinu ðk2Þ2 0
0 0 1
264
375 ðA9ÞThe strain energy density function U for a compressible isotropic neo-Hookean material (see Attard and Hunt, 2004) is given
byU ¼ 1
2
GðtrðC IÞ  2 ln JÞ þ 1
2
Kðln JÞ2 ðA10Þwhere G ¼ E2ð1þgÞ is the shear modulus, K ¼ 2Ggð12gÞ is the Lamé constant, E is the elastic modulus, g is the Poisson’s ratio and tr
symbolize the trace of a tensor. The constitutive relationship for a hyperelastic material can be established for the second
Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor P ¼ Pijgi  gj by (see Attard and Hunt, 2004)P ¼ 2 oU
oC
¼ GI phC1 ðA11ÞWithph ¼ GK ln J ðA12Þ
In the above, ph represents a hydrostatic stress. For an initial rectangular coordinate system in the undeformed state, the
physical counterpart of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, the Lagrangian stress (engineering stress) Sij, is given bySij ¼ PijkðjÞ ðA13Þ
Using Eqs. (A9) and (A10) the compliant second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor for an essentially two dimensional deformation
isP ¼
G phðk1 cosuÞ2
ph tanu
k1k2 cosu
0
ph tanu
k1k2 cosu
G phðk2 cosuÞ2 0
0 0 G ph
2664
3775 ðA14Þwhereph ¼ GK lnðk1k2 cosuÞ ðA15Þ
Stress tensors have stress components on any of the surfaces of the deformed elemental parallelogram/parallelepiped which
are aligned with a ﬁxed axis system deﬁned either in the initial or deformed state. Alternatively, we can deal with physical
stress components which have different orientations on each of the faces/surfaces of the deformed elemental parallelogram/
parallelepiped. These stresses are no longer second order tensors but still have vectorial properties.
Reissner developed a planar model for beam actions in which the axial force was deﬁned as perpendicular to the
cross-sectional plane and the shear force within the cross-sectional plane. Here we extend this orientation for the descrip-
tion of stresses. The chosen physical Lagrangian stress system has normal components which are normal to the surfaces
on which they act and the shears tangential to the surface on which they act. These stresses will be called Reissner stres-
ses and denoted by SijR (see Fig. 12). The Reissner stress components form an orthogonal system on each of the surfaces on
which they act. We will now derive the internal virtual work equation for this stress system and obtain the stress defor-
mation constitutive laws consistent with the assumed strain energy density in Eq. (A10). Firstly, by considering equilib-
rium on the surfaces of the deformed elemental parallelogram/parallelepiped (see Fig. 10), we can derive the following
relationships:S12R ¼ P11k1 sinuþP12k2; S11R ¼ P11k1 cosu
S21R ¼ P22k2 sinuþP21k1; S22R ¼ P22k2 cosu
S11R k1 sinu S12R k1 cosu ¼ S22R k2 sinu S21R k2 cosu ¼ M12 ¼ M21
ðA16Þwhere the terms M12 & M21 are moment stresses about the centre of the deformed parallelogram depicted in Fig. 11. The
constitutive laws for the Reissner stresses can be derived using Eqs. (A14) and (A16) and areS11R ¼ Gk1 cosu
ph
k1 cosu
; S12R ¼ Gk1 sinu
S22R ¼ Gk2 cosu
ph
k2 cosu
; S21R ¼ Gk2 sinu
ðA17Þ
g1
g2
−g2
1
−g
11 1
1ˆRS dAe
12
2 1ˆRS dAe
22 2
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<
<
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Fig. 12. Reissner physical stresses.
5554 M.M. Attard, G.W. Hunt / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5540–5555For the case when J; k1 cosu and k2 cosu are all close to unity (small strain), we haveS11R ¼ ð2GþKÞðk1 cosu 1Þ ¼ ð2GþKÞðkn1  1Þ
S12R ¼ Gk1 sinu ¼ Gks1
S22R ¼ ð2GþKÞðk2 cosu 1Þ ¼ ð2GþKÞðkn2  1Þ
S21R ¼ Gk2 sinu ¼ Gks2
ðA18ÞFor kinematically admissible variations denoted by the symbol d, the Lagrangian ﬁrst variation of work d W based on virtual
displacements can be written asdW ¼
Z Z Z
V
dUdV 
Z Z
S
p  dudS ¼
Z Z Z
V
1
2
trðPdCÞdV 
Z Z
S
p  dudS ¼ 0 ðA19ÞWith V being the volume in the undeformed state, S the surface where the externally applied traction vector p acts. The var-
iation of the right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor is taken from Eq. (A9). The ﬁrst variation of work is thendW ¼
Z Z Z
V
1
2
trðPdCÞdV 
Z Z
S
p  dudS ¼Z Z Z
V
fP11k1 þP12k2 sinugdk1 þ fP22k2 þP21k1 sinugdk2
þ 1
2
k1k2 cosuðP12 þP21ÞdudV 
Z Z
S
p  dudS ¼ 0
ðA20ÞSubstituting the relationships in Eq. (A16), the variation in work can be written in terms of the Reissner stresses asdW ¼
Z
V
S11R dðk1 cosuÞ þ S22R dðk2 cosuÞþ
S12R dðk1 sinuÞ þ S21R dðk2 sinuÞ  12 ðM12 þM21Þdu
" #
dV 
Z Z
S
p  dudS ðA21ÞFor the case when k2 = 1, we havedW ¼
Z
V
½S11R dðk1 cosuÞ þ S12R dðk1 sinuÞdV 
Z Z
S
p  dudS ðA22ÞAppendix B. Second variation of work
The second variation of work for the sandwich column can be derived from Eq. (25), thusd2W ¼ 1
2
Z L
0
EAtotðduo;xÞ2 þ EItotðdhf ;xÞ2 þ r2c2EAtotðduc;x  duf ;xÞ2
2r2cEAtotðduc;x  duf ;xÞdhf ;x  Pð1 PÞðdhf þ 2duf Þdhf
þf2GfAf ð1 PÞ þ Ncgð1 PÞðduf Þ2
þfGcAcð1 PÞ  Nctgð1 PÞðducÞ2
2666664
3777775dx
Z Z
S
p  d2udS ðB1ÞFor the case when both the shear deformation in the face sheet and the axial deformation prior to buckling are ignored, the
second variation of work simpliﬁes to
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2
Z L
0
EAtotðduo;xÞ2 þ EItotðdhf ;xÞ2 þ r2c2EAtotðduc;xÞ2
2r2cEAtotduc;xdhf ;x  Pðdhf Þ2
þfGcAc  NcgðducÞ2
2664
3775dx Z Z
S
p  d2udS ðB2ÞAppendix C. Column boundary conditions
Substituting the boundary conditions Eq. (56) into Eqs. (48)–(50) and using Eq. (13) to determine the vertical deﬂectiondv ¼ ð1 PÞ
Z x
0
ðdhf þ duf Þdxþ C8
 
ðB3Þgives for the following set of equations for the undetermined constants:at x ¼ 0 : dv ¼ 0; C3a2ð1þ c1Þ þ C5a1ð1þ c2Þ þ C8 ¼ 0 ðB4Þ
at x ¼ 0 : dhf ¼ 0; C2 þ C4 þ C1 ¼ 0 ðB5Þ
at x ¼ 0 : duf ¼ 0; c1C2 þ c2C4 þ C7 ¼ 0 ðB6Þ
at x ¼ 0 : dhc ¼ 0)duc ¼ 0; C2b1 þ C4b2 ¼ 0 ðB7Þ
at x ¼ L : dv ¼ 0;C1Lþ ð1þc1Þa1 ðC2 sinða1LÞ  C3 cosða1LÞÞ
þ ð1þc2Þa2 ðC4 sinhða2LÞ þ C6 coshða2LÞÞ þ C7Lþ C8
ðB8Þ
at x ¼ L : dhf þ duf ¼ 0C1 þ ð1þ c1ÞðC2 cosða1LÞ þ C3 sinða1LÞÞ
þð1þ c2ÞðC4 coshða2LÞ þ C5 sinhða2LÞÞ þ C7
ðB9Þ
at x ¼ L : dhc ¼ 0)duc ¼ 0
b1ðC2 cosða1LÞ þ C3 sinða1LÞÞ þ b2ðC4 coshða2LÞ þ C5 sinhða2LÞÞ
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